Barshim's golden jump thrills a packed stadium

**Qatar world champion greets fans for their support**

Qatar to host 6th GECF Gas Summit in 2021

Dalilah delights with world record
Qatar affirms commitment to combating cybercrimes

Qatar has urged the United Nations to support its efforts in combating cybercrimes and has issued a similar statement in support of the UN's efforts to combat cybercrime. Qatar's position was also echoed by the Prime Minister and Minister of Development and Finance, who underlined the importance of cooperation and coordination within the country. While Qatar has taken steps to ensure national security, the government must work with international partners to make it a success.

Citizens urged to avoid travelling to Iraq

The Gulf Times reported that the Qatari government has urged its citizens to avoid travelling to Baghdad, in case of emergency, for the time being, calling on Qataris to stay away from the country. The government has also sent a similar cable to Prime Minister and Minister of Development and Finance, Mohamed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani's invitation for holding the 74th UN General Assembly, and the Prime Minister and Minister of Development and Finance, Mohamed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani, to attend the session. The government has also sent a similar cable to Prime Minister and Minister of Development and Finance, Mohamed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani, to attend the session. The government has also sent a similar cable to Prime Minister and Minister of Development and Finance, Mohamed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani, to attend the session.

Official

FM sends written message to Korean minister

The Foreign Minister of Qatar sent a written message to the Prime Minister and Minister of Development and Finance, Mohamed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani, to convey Qatar's support for the UN's efforts to combat cybercrime. The message was handed by Qatar's ambassador to New York, and was received by the UN's Secretary-General, Ban Ki-moon. The message highlighted Qatar's commitment to supporting the UN's efforts to combat cybercrimes, cybercrime, and terrorism, and stated that Qatar is ready to host an international conference to discuss the issue. The message also thanked the UN for its support and cooperation in the fight against cybercrime.
Generation Amazing’s sessions to benefit schoolchildren in Qatar, Oman

Qatar delegates voted UN committees

HBKU college event showcases sport management best practices

UK agency recognition for ICAI qualification

Thundery rain likely by afternoon in southern areas: Met dept

The College of Science and Engineering recently invited the Impacts and Best Practices in International Sport Management event with prominent speakers.
Iraqi death toll rises to 44 as chaotic protests spike

 Baghdad

Iraqi death toll rises to 44

Iraqi death toll rises to 44 as chaotic protests spike.

Anti-migrant attacks off ensive that Ankara has threat- ened snipers” had killed four of hundreds wounded in four days, Iraqis thronged the iconic Green Zone in Baghdad on Tuesday and have taken “clear and practical steps” by security forces.

President Muhammadu Buhari yesterday referred to act alone — his most di- rectly at protesters, “Marta Nolasco, the UN’s nuclear watchdog.

“No [of attacks] is indistinguishable, nor is terrorism just a political or religious issue. The responses that were ravaged in the 2015 deal between Iran and world powers, “Time is of the essence,” said the alın’s envoy to the US.

Tanzanian president backs official who beat students

The Ti¬"3 nuclear watchdog takes “a stop in the right direction,” he said. But it was “discussing ref- erences to the 2015 deal between Iran and world powers, “Time is of the essence,” said the alın’s envoy to the US.

Tanzanian president backs official who beat students

The Tanzania National Rescue Party’s chairman and former defense minister, Mr. Tundu Lissu, has been hospitalised in Cape Town, South Africa, following a shooting attack in Dar es Salaam.

The Tanzania National Rescue Party’s chairman and former defense minister, Mr. Tundu Lissu, has been hospitalised in Cape Town, South Africa, following a shooting attack in Dar es Salaam.
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Trump confident he can beat impeachment

Trump denies world leaders have contacted him to try to help him on climate change.

The US president has rejected claims that world leaders have contacted him in an attempt to save the planet.

Trump was asked about the matter during a conference call with world leaders on climate change.

The US president has rejected claims that world leaders have contacted him in an attempt to save the planet.

“Is there any evidence to support the claim that world leaders have contacted me to help me on climate change?” Trump asked.

“No,” he said.

Trump reiterated that he is willing to work with other countries to combat climate change, but he has been a vocal critic of the Paris climate accord.

He has frequently criticized US states and cities that have committed to the accord, saying they are “burdening” the US economy.

Trump has also been a vocal supporter of the fossil fuel industry and has often referred to climate change as a “hoax.”

In a recent statement, he said: “When the only American city that has committed to the Paris agreement is New York City, then I can see why they are so upset about climate change.”
Thai military files sedition case against opposition leaders, academics

C Abbott court sentenced two Japanese men for murder

A Cambodian court convicted two Japanese men with premeditated murder for shooting dead an elderly man in front of his shop on Tuesday.

Naka Takashi, 36, and Dorfin Vichard, 26, were sentenced to 10 and 15 years in prison respectively, according to the court.

In March, Ishida and Naka hired two persons to kill their former employer, who was an 80-year-old man who owned the store where they worked.

The court said Naka and Dorfin were attempting to get money from a bank about $36,000 to $45,000.

The pair then cut the victim's throat with a knife, fled in a taxi and then returned to their homes in the area.

Dorfin, who was already imprisoned for drug smuggling, was convicted of murder, while Naka was convicted of murder and drug smuggling.

French drug smuggler moving to Indonesia’s ‘Alcatraz’ after escape bid

T Thai drug smuggler who briefly faced executions for drugs offenses has been transferred to a high-security island in 2012, Ko Fo Cry’s murder is one of the most infamous recent cases of impunity enjoyed by Them Chan’s military for crimes against humanity, a local independent group said yesterday.

The complaint came after 13 prominent opposition leaders, including former senator, were killed on April 13 in Phnom Penh.

Five years on, Myanmar authorities must finally initiate a thorough, independent and impartial investigation into the killing of journalist Ko Fo Cry and Chan, legal adviser for the IJC.

The truth must be established and those responsible for the apparently unlawful killing of Ko Fo Cry must be brought to justice.

Ko Fo Cry was detained for 18 months on September 10, 2010, while reporting on clashes between the military and Karen rebels. His whereabouts remained unclariﬁed for three weeks before the body was found in an escape attempt on October 2. The senator was accused of crimes against humanity in accordance with the 1948 law to enable it to break through the knee-jerk criminal cases involving soldiers. The IJC called it a failure for Myanmar’s parliament to respond.

“Impunity for Ko Fo Cry’s killing is another example of the law being used to solidify power from accountability for war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide,” said World Peace and Freedom Foundation Representative for Asia Pacific, Director for IJC, Phoupha Sanchomphong.

Thailand’s military has been under a court-ordered policy against a group of opposition politicians and academics since 2014, the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) said yesterday.

On Thursday, the Phnom Penh police dealt with alleged gambling, while another man was wanted for theft.

TheJapaneseprovincialspokesman said yesterday.

Leaders, academics

T ransferred to a high-security prison, the Japanese Krungsri Bank issued a statement to declare the seizure ofScroll, a well-known cryptocurrency.

The bank increased the level of the red light list for virtual assets and their customers who have been involved in illegal activities. The bank also introduced money laundering prevention measures.

The bank has been monitoring the transactions ofScroll and other cryptocurrencies due to a rise in criminal activities involving virtual assets.

The bank said: “We have been working closely with law enforcement agencies and financial authorities to identify and prevent illegal activities.”
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Thailand’s military has been under a court-ordered policy against a group of opposition politicians and academics since 2014, the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) said yesterday.
Japan PM seeks meeting with N Korea's Kim despite missile launch

As negotiations for the upcoming US-North Korea summit in Stockholm continue, Japan's Prime Minister Shinzo Abe sought a meeting with North Korean leader Kim Jong-un.

Abe said in a press conference in Sydney on Saturday that he intends to discuss ways to improve ties between Japan and North Korea and to advance the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula.

Abe also spoke about the missile launch that took place on Friday, saying that Japan remains committed to maintaining peace and stability in the region.

He expressed his hope that North Korea will refrain from future missile launches and that the talks in Stockholm will be successful.
**BRITAIN**

**Window to the world**

Ex-Tory MP Stewart stands down to run for London mayor

PM to seek Brexit extension if no deal by Oct 19

Banksy painting sells for record £8.8mn

**BRITAIN**

**Ex-Tory MP Stewart stands down to run for London mayor**

P resident Boris Johnson has vowed to take the country out of the EU without a trade deal if talks fail. The government will invoke the **Benn Act**, which compels him to request an extension if he has not reached a withdrawal agreement by October 19, if a deal has not been agreed.

Mr Johnson said on **Wednesday** he will not seek an extension and that he will fulfil the **Benn Act**. "This is the right decision," he said. "We will go down with a bang, not a whimper." The Prime Minister also announced a £2bn package to help ease the economic impact of Brexit.

**Rejection of Brexit**

The **Conservative Party** has rejected the **Benn Act**. "We are fighting for the future of this country," said a spokesman. "We are not going to be pushed down the road of no deal." The party said it would not support any deal that would lead to a second referendum.

**Live sale**

The **Banksy painting**, known as 'Love is in the Bin', was put up for auction in **Bristol**. The estimated selling price of the painting was £1m, but after a 13-minute **bidding battle** the work went for £2.5m.

The painting, which was **staged as an artist-driven hoax** to mark Brexit, was put on display to mark Brexit. The PM said at the time that he was "determined to get Brexit done".

**Museum**

The **Highland Wildlife Park** in **Scotland** has welcomed three new snow leopard cubs. The cubs, named Zara, Zeno and Zephyr, were born to their mother, a snow leopard named Snowwoman. The cubs are part of an international conservation programme.

**Banksy**

Banksy's painting, 'Love is in the Bin', was put on display to mark Brexit. The painting, which was **staged as an artist-driven hoax** to mark Brexit, sold for £2.5m.

The painting was **subsequently removed** from display to mark Brexit, and **reinstated** with a "preview" today, where XR activists were allowed to view it. The painting was **returned to its original position** to mark Brexit.

**Government**

The **government** has rejected the **Benn Act**. "We are fighting for the future of this country," said a spokesman. "We are not going to be pushed down the road of no deal." The party said it would not support any deal that would lead to a second referendum.

**Banksy**

Banksy's painting, known as 'Love is in the Bin', was put up for auction in **Bristol**. The estimated selling price of the painting was £1m, but after a 13-minute **bidding battle** the work went for £2.5m.

The painting, which was **staged as an artist-driven hoax** to mark Brexit, was put on display to mark Brexit. The PM said at the time that he was "determined to get Brexit done".

**Museum**

The **Highland Wildlife Park** in **Scotland** has welcomed three new snow leopard cubs. The cubs, named Zara, Zeno and Zephyr, were born to their mother, a snow leopard named Snowwoman. The cubs are part of an international conservation programme.
Reuters

Ukraine must investigate Biden’s role in Burisma, US official says

Anti-terror officials take over Paris attack probe

Russia jails riot plotters

Five die in Ukraine plane crash

Ukraine must investigate Biden’s role, says former prime minister

Portugal PM’s party leads ahead of polls

Turkey President Recep Tayyip Erdogan,                        9
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Indian Air Force admits to shooting down own copter

Adoor slams legal system over Modi letter charges

Millions risk evasion as legal fight over forest rights drags on

Police arrest missing PMC Bank managing director

Film promo

Maradu residents end last fight over flats

IANS

IANS

IANS

IANS
UN calls for calm in Haiti as protests continue

The United Nations called for calm in Haiti on Friday, eight days after protests against the country’s president were brutally quelled. Protesters and violent clashes between demonstrators and police have left nine dead and at least 17 people injured in recent days, according to media reports.

In the city of Les Cayes in the south, grenade launched a number of police officers to the ground, a witness reported. A police vehicle also caught fire.

The capital for breadfruit flower is New York City, and its economy relies on tourism and beef production. The capital is a city of four million people, and its economy is fueled by the beef trade to New York, the largest city in the country.

A coat of oil while his fishing nets are covered by what locals call a "bonefish." It is covered by what locals call a "hazardous".

The Philippine government has appealed in September for national reconciliation and a unity government. Local and legislative elections are finally scheduled for the end of October and will take place, according to presidential elections.

Protests and violent clashes between demonstrators and police have left nine dead and at least 17 people injured in recent days, according to media reports.

Protests and violent clashes between demonstrators and police have left nine dead and at least 17 people injured in recent days, according to media reports.

**Venezuela**

**Venezuela lake polluted by its own oil reserves**

Reuters

A lake in northern Venezuela has become one of the most polluted in the world.

The lake’s eastern shore is built on the country’s northwest, covered by what locals call a "hazardous".

It’s formed up in a palm tree, a bird perched on the top of a palm tree, a bird perched on the top of a palm tree.

His home in Cabimas on the country’s northwest, covered by what locals call a "hazardous".

**Russia’s Medvedev attacks US for action against Cuba**

**Russia’s Medvedev attacks US for action against Cuba**

Reuters

Russia’s Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev has called on the US to remove the oil. "What makes it even worse for our country is the US ban on oil," he said.

"It’s a hazard not just to the lake’s environment, but to the whole region," he added.

The artefacts were examined by Argentine and German experts, who confirmed they came from beneath the lake. Nazi-era relics have been found in 2017 in the home of a collector and expert.

"The former Soviet Union was a secret of the Third Reich at the end of World War II. It was taken to the country’s northwest, covered by what locals call a "hazardous".

Russian experts have discovered a number of Nazi-era relics, Argentine Federal Investigator Carlos Olivares, a collector and expert.

"We were told that the oil of the lake is covered by what locals call a "hazardous". It’s covered by what locals call a "hazardous".

"What makes it even worse for our country is the US ban on oil," he said.
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Pakistan's foreign minister and Khalilzad, a US special representative for Afghanistan, did not meet, according to a sources. According to a source, the meeting did not take place because of a technical issue. According to a source, the meeting was supposed to take place in January and February, but it did not happen because of the technical issue. According to a source, the meeting was supposed to take place in January and February, but it did not happen because of the technical issue. According to a source, the meeting was supposed to take place in January and February, but it did not happen because of the technical issue. According to a source, the meeting was supposed to take place in January and February, but it did not happen because of the technical issue.

India's Mamnohan to attend Guru Nanak events in Kartarpur

India's Mamnohan Singh is expected to attend the Guru Nanak events in Kartarpur, according to a source. India's Mamnohan Singh is expected to attend the Guru Nanak events in Kartarpur, according to a source. India's Mamnohan Singh is expected to attend the Guru Nanak events in Kartarpur, according to a source. India's Mamnohan Singh is expected to attend the Guru Nanak events in Kartarpur, according to a source. India's Mamnohan Singh is expected to attend the Guru Nanak events in Kartarpur, according to a source.

Special apex court bench for protection of minority rights

The Supreme Court of Pakistan has constituted a special bench to hear cases related to minority rights and protection of communities of religions other than Muslims. The Supreme Court of Pakistan has constituted a special bench to hear cases related to minority rights and protection of communities of religions other than Muslims. The Supreme Court of Pakistan has constituted a special bench to hear cases related to minority rights and protection of communities of religions other than Muslims. The Supreme Court of Pakistan has constituted a special bench to hear cases related to minority rights and protection of communities of religions other than Muslims. The Supreme Court of Pakistan has constituted a special bench to hear cases related to minority rights and protection of communities of religions other than Muslims.

Afghan Taliban did not meet PM Imran Khan's team

Afghan Taliban did not meet PM Imran Khan's team, according to a source. Afghan Taliban did not meet PM Imran Khan's team, according to a source. Afghan Taliban did not meet PM Imran Khan's team, according to a source. Afghan Taliban did not meet PM Imran Khan's team, according to a source. Afghan Taliban did not meet PM Imran Khan's team, according to a source.
Duterte says two generals still linked to illegal drugs

By Catherine S Valente

T he Philippines is still grappling with the war on drugs of President Rodrigo Duterte, who has vowed to end corruption and crime in the country during his six-year term. Since taking office in 2016, Duterte has launched a brutal crackdown on illegal drugs, ordering law enforcement agencies to arrest and kill suspected dealers and pushers. The government claims the anti-drug campaign has reduced the number of drug-related killings, but critics argue the violence has resulted in widespread human rights abuses.

The president has faced international scrutiny over his handling of the drug war, with the International Criminal Court (ICC) investigating allegations of crimes against humanity, including extrajudicial killings. Duterte has repeatedly denied any wrongdoing and has accused the ICC of bias and interference in the country's sovereignty.

In recent years, there have been reports of high-level corruption within the police force and the military, with some officers allegedly involved in drug trafficking and other illegal activities. The government has tried to muzzle independent media reports about alleged corruption, with journalists facing harassment and even physical violence.

The ICC has sought to investigate Duterte and other officials over alleged human rights abuses, but Duterte has refused to cooperate with the court and has blocked its access to the country. The ICC's efforts have been met with resistance from the Philippine government and public opinion, with many citizens supporting the president's anti-drug efforts.

Despite the controversies, Duterte has continued to push for the war on drugs, saying that the country needs to address its drug problem and that he will not tolerate corruption. The president has also launched a campaign to rehabilitation centers and has encouraged drug users to seek help.

Duterte's determination to end drug-related violence and corruption has earned him praise from some quarters, but his critics argue that his methods have only fueled the problem and caused widespread suffering. The future of the Philippines' drug war remains uncertain, with the international community watching closely to see if the country will take concrete steps towards achieving its goal of eradicating illegal drugs.
There hasn’t been enough progress to begin a negotiation

By Anastasia Moloney

F or the children who live in border communities in Guatemala, life is getting bigger and bigger while our kids...
**Output fall ‘root cause of GM strike’**

**Inside Macron’s Russia initiative**

By Barbara Quinn

The timing of the initiative makes sense. Like so many of his predecessors, president, Volodymyr Zelensky, created a political party out of nothing, and came to power promising to shake things up. Ukraine’s recently elected leader, President Volodymyr Zelensky, has made it a priority to improve Europe’s relationship with Russia. This is seen as a key to preventing Russia from cozying up to China, which many in Europe fear could lead to a conflict on European territory.
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By Mikhil Bhat

Barshim says Doha gold the best of his career

Qatari athlete Mutaz Barshim expressed his delight at defending his high jump title, after winning the gold medal at the World Athletics Championships. Barshim told Qatar News Agency that winning the gold medal in Doha was the biggest achievement of his sports career. He said that winning in Doha with his family present along with Qatar fans was very special, adding that it was their support that influenced him to win the victory. Barshim added that he was very proud to be competing in the competition that was made for him with strong will and the fans support. Barshim stressed that he did not look to break a new record personally seeing that his personal best is over 2.40m and even though he had two attempts left. The Qatari athlete said that he did not worry about a potential injury recurrence while performing, as he was focused on winning the gold medal for the fans.

Gardiner dedicates gold to Bahamas’ hurricane victims

A young boy reacts to Mutaz Barshim’s victory.

Steven Gardiner crossed the finish line to win gold at men’s 400m final at Khalifa International Stadium in Doha yesterday. Gardiner dedicates his gold medal for the fans.

Gardiner said that winning the gold medal for the nation meant a lot. Gardiner said that winning the gold medal was a blessing for next generation athletes. Gardiner said that winning the gold medal was a blessing for next generation athletes. Gardiner said that winning the gold medal was a blessing for next generation athletes.

Gardiner said that winning the gold medal was a blessing for next generation athletes.

Dalilah delights with world record

From Page 1

“I said I’m going to win, I’m going to take the victory in Texas!”, Kipyego said. “That’s what I promised the nation before we came back in the 2017 edition of the World Championships. I am very happy and grateful to the nation for their support.”

The 26-year-old Perkovic claimed gold at the 2017 edition of the World Championships in London. By Mikhil Bhat

The 26-year-old Perkovic claimed gold at the 2017 edition of the World Championships in London.